
Damian Mark Smyth

Damian Mark Smyth is a TEDx speaker and 

international media contributor who delivers mind 

blowing workshops showing attendees how they 

can reprogram their subconscious to change their 

thoughts and create a new, more empowering reality. 

He works with entrepreneurial organizations who 

understand that the way their teams think, is the most 

important variable in their levels of success.

From the brink of death, contemplating taking his own 

life as the way out of his acute depression, anxiety 

and OCD which was crippling his life, relationships 

and career - to sharing the stage with Steve Wozniak, 

writing a best-selling book, appearing on the BBC and 

speaking at TEDx twice.

Within 4 short years his life would be completely 

transformed. But how did this incredible 

transformation occur? In 2011, Damian came across 

an understanding of how the human mind works that 

changed his life, allowing him to focus on the space 

‘between’ thoughts, where the freedom to choose a 

different reality resides.

He now helps his clients to reprogram their 

subconscious thoughts to shift ingrained habits and 

behaviours, using the latest in scientifically proven 

methods in modifying brain functions. His workshops 

and talks run through a simple model of change from 

the inside out, which anyone can apply to their lives to 

get transformational results.

www.rethinkingbusiness.biz | damian@rethinkingbusiness.biz | +44 7714 853294

Keynote talks:

• How to change habits and behaviours using 

subconscious reprogramming

• How perception changes our biology

• Pre-programming the mind to control the 

subconscious

• How understanding the human mind can make 

us more entrepreneurial

Feedback:

“Thank you Damian for a mind-altering talk this week. 
Highly recommended!” - Neil Humphrey, The Brand 

Gladiator

“Great event. A night that money could not buy...” - Shaun 

Adams, Director, Clearstone Solutions

“Definitely get booked on for this... it will blow your mind!” - 

Marc Sargeant, Director, MPS Electrical

“F*ck me!! Look what you’ve done to me Damian. Can’t wait 
for the next minute to come, let alone the next couple of 
years!” - Robert Dodd, Sales Director, Windsor & Rose

“Phenomenal event today – thank you” - Richard Pollock, 

MD, Paintslick

“Brilliant talk this afternoon @DamianMarkSmyth” - Ellie 

Kelly (@EllieJKelly)

“Absolutely brilliant presentation by @DamianMarkSmyth” - 

Ged & Claire Wilmot (@GedandClaire)

“Totally captivating!” - Simon John Fisher, MD, Absolute 

Sales & Lettings

“Amazing! I feel everyone needs to have that talk from him... 
Two words... Bloody brilliant!!” - Michael Little, Director, 

Loinim  Media


